Report of the workshop on clinical trials. GHSG. German Hodgkin Study Group.
During the Third International Symposium, a leading panel of experts in the field discussed the current most prominent problems in the treatment of Hodgkin's disease to give recommendations for future clinical trials. Within the workshop on clinical trials the following issues were addressed: 1. Which diagnostic procedures are state of the art and to what extent are they able to contribute to a so-called response-adapted treatment (RAT)? 2. What is the optimal dose and volume of radiotherapy in different stages? 3. What is the value of chemotherapy in early stages and is it restricted to a certain subgroup? 3. Have we achieved as much as we can in intermediate stages in terms of response with now focusing future efforts on reducing toxicity and improving quality of live? 5. Is high-dose chemotherapy (HDCT) the answer to the challenge of improving treatment results in advanced stages? 6. What is the optimal schedule and dose of HDCT and consecutive autologous bone marrow transplantation (ABMT)?